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China PG Connector

Model:CAPG-B3

As the professional manufacture, we
would like to provide you China PG
Connector. And we will offer you the
best after-sale service and timely
delivery. CAPG-B3 There is many PG
connector factories in China with good

quality and much more reasonable price. The CAPG parallel groove clamps are designed to
connect aluminium conductors and copper conductors. Advanced forging technology enhances
the mechanical strength of the clamp. A further area of...

Product Introduction

China PG Connector

CAPG-B3 There is many PG connector factories in China with good quality and much more
reasonable price. The CAPG parallel groove clamps are designed to connect aluminium
conductors and copper conductors. Advanced forging technology enhances the mechanical
strength of the clamp.

A further area of application is the damping of vibrations as PG connector are used to attach the
bretelle damper.The PG connector casing adopts special Alloy with properties of high-strength,
anti-oxidization to be die-casting for forming.

Adopts advanced design idea and production technology that making casing, lead, U-shape
screw, pressure-article compact and have good contact in addition to big gripping-power after
being assembled. Slotted Holes Allow Adjustment For Varying Conductors On Each Side; High
Strength Bolts, And Tapped Threads In The Clamp Base Allow Tightening To High Torques With
A Single Spanner.

It is also possible to connect two conductors of different sizes by using reduction tubes.
Gross-grooved clamp channels enhance both mechanical pullout strength and electrical
conductivity. Pressure pad is applied to achieve uniform pressure along the clamp.
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TECHNICAL:

Model CAPG-B3

Conductor Range (mm²) Cu 25-185, Al 25-240

Bolt (Pcs) 2

FAQ:

Q1: Are you a trading company or factory?
A2: We are the factory.
Q2: What is the acceptable payment term?
A2: Credit Card, West Union, Paypal or T/T.
Q3: What is difference between CAPG and APG?
A3: CAPG is the bimetallic pg connector, and APG is aluminium pg connector.
Q4: What is the package could be?
A4: We can make special design as your requirement.
Q5: The PG Connector is for bare overhead networks?
A5: Used for tapping or joining AAC, AAAC or ACSR overhead conductors.
Q6: What is the difference for model A/B/C?
A6: A is for 1 bolt, B is for 2 bolts, C is for 3 bolts.
Q7: What is the guarantee?
A7: 1 Year under the normal service condition.


